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Can you teach a baby emotional
literacy?

Absolutely! Before a preschooler can identify and
manage their emotions, they first need to discover
what they need to feel safe and secure, and we can
help them learn that right from birth. Talking is
Teaching shares some great tips to help you build
emotional literacy from birth to three. Don’t miss
their adorable video, too!

Read more

Name that emotion!

8 ways to increase
children's emotional

vocabulary

Stock up on books!

All used items 55% off at
the library's used bookstore

Book a literacy
presentation

Families receive a free book
and a gift card when

attending
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Simple strategies to develop
emotional intelligence

Children need supportive adults - in child care and at
home - to learn emotional intelligence. And they need
adults who understand and model these essential
skills. Fortunately we can learn these skills at any
age. Read and share this article with the parents in
your program. When you share what you know with
parents, you can all work together to help children be
successful.

Read and share

In Spanish

Find out who helps Taylor with his
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Share this email:

sadness

When Taylor is sad all the animals come to tell him
exactly what to do. One by one they give Taylor a
solution and without waiting, each one leaves. No one
takes the time to listen to what Taylor has to say - no
one until Rabbit arrives.

Borrow the book
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